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The degeneration of Soviet socialism "
and the turn of the 'mid-1930's
"It falls to the Communist Party to deepen and
extend socialist consciousness", the first speech on
th~ subject of socialism at the Third Congress of
the Marxist-Leninist Party, is in the last issue of
the Supplement (Dec. 20, 1988) •. Below we carry
another speech on socialism, edited for publication.
This speech, and the speech on the Marxist- Leninist principles of socialism also in this issue, put
forward various views on Soviet history for discussion, not for decision. Only after a great' deal of
additional research, study, and' discussion will the
MLP come to its detailed 'conclusions on these
matters.

Speech at the Third Congress
Fall 1988
In this speech I would like to discuss some
issues concerning the degeneration of socialism in
the Soviet Union.
First I want to repeat the
cautionary point from my last speech that comrades should not get the idea that we've made a
lot of progress in this field of study, .or that further, work will be smooth sailing.
Over the last year or so" we have been saying
in o~r press that there was a turn in the mid-30s
in the Soviet Union not just in foreign policy but
in domes~ic policy as well. We, have, pointed to
our analysis of the turn in international orientation, but we haven't spelled out the turn in domestic affairs. That's what I want to discuss now.
I will cover a good deal' of historical territory
in this speech. This will give a rough idea of the
basic things the Party has to look at in th~ stuc;l.y
of Soviet history. There are roughlY three main
things:
1) We can see there was a turn in
the mid-30s. I will describe some features of this turn. But the task of fully
st~dying each of these features, as well
as others, and the task of precisely
analyzing what the turn means--that is

something we have yet to do in our
study.
2) Naturally then, there is the issue
of stUdying what came before that turn.
This involves both studying the accomplishments of the socialist revolution and
sorting out how the groundwork was laid
" for the unfortunate turn of the mid-30s.
3) Then there is the issue of what
comes after the turn.
How does the
process take place of degeneration into
the state capitalism we are familiar with
today?
.
To proceed'.
We are aware that a series of changes take
place in the mid-30s. Not just one or two isolated
things, but quite a few. When a, whole series of
such changes occur in roughly the same time, and
when w'e already know of a fundamental turn in
foreign and world policy, the phenomenon definitely gives the impression of a basic turn in domestic,
affairs as ,~ell.
However, in domestic policy it's not quite like
the 7th Congress of the Communist International \
where a whole new line is spelled out at a world i
congress, (albeit in the name of simply a new tactical policy). The turn in domestic matters takes
'
Continued on page 19
Also from the Third Congress:
, 'Speech on the principles of socialism.
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ON THE PARTY-WIDE STUDY OF·
THE MARXIST-LENINIST CONCEPT OF SOCIALISM

Speech at the Third Congress
, F,all1988
Comrades:
The first list of works consisted of the central
writings on socialism of Marx and Engels, and of
some of the key writings of Lenin in the period
just prior to the October 1917 revolution and in
the period just afterwards, extending to 1919. All
of the study groups 'have probably reached up to,
and some have gone beyond, Lenin's The Immediate
Tasks of the Soviet Government.
A number of
reports have been submitted' from the different
groups on the questions that have come up in the
course of the study and how things are going ,in
general. On this basis, it seems clear that we. can
point to a number of advances that are being
made.
Of course one advance is the momentum being
imparted to our theoretical work. The party-wide
study is substantially deepening our grasp of the
classical writings of Marx, Engels and Lenin on soci,alism. For some, this study is the first time that
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Lenin's writings aftElr 1917 have heell read.
GraspiI)-g the classics is our starting point, that
helps to illuminate all the social and historical investigation of ,the Party necessary to accomplish
our other goal1? on this front.
In the course of this study, a large number of
questions are raised: this includes questions about
historical events such as the Paris Commune; and
about the evolution of the Soviet Union in the 20s
and 30s and beyond~ Questions come up about the
Marxist theory of political economy and many,
many more subjects.
Sometimes it seems that
more questions are posed than are even answered.
Superficially, this may give the appearance of loose
discussion. Or of excessive difficulty. Or even
lack of leadership. But all these questions are an
achievement., To be able to pose questions that
require further investigation, thought, and study is
to provide -ourselves with the ideas necesSary ~or
moving the study forward.
The study groups are also an enlivening factor
in the local work, in local agitation and discussions with the masses. So me people are taking up
supplementary things to study, whether in connec-'
tion with presentations they are to make, or due
to an interest in getting a better handle, on some
,of the opportunist political trends that we face in,
the mass movements, and so on.
As well, the
study groups have~ drawn In some activists from
our mass fronts of work,' and there is also a bit of
a phenomenon of some Party supporters who had
,been mostly passive taking up some activity,
through participation ,in the study program.
,
I have been asked by the Central Commit.tee to
speak to several questions that have arisen and
\ which allow fora few tentative remarks to be
made. They are
(1) on the issue of stages id the
transition from capitalism to communism;
(2) some points on the Marxist
theory of distribution under socialism
and the struggle toward equalization of
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all workers' pay;
(3) on' the combination of authority
and democracy in establishing socialist
factory discipline in some of Lenin's
writings~
,
(1) Some points on the stage of
transition to socialism

In discussing Marx's Critique of the Gotha Pro-
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gram", it is clear that socialism, or the first phase
So, it seems proper to refer to both astrict
of communism, is quite a high-level society; definition of socialism, and a looser term, referring
moreover, one that has not yet been achieved in
to.the forward direction of a society;, to as6ciety
history.
in the process of the transition to sdcialism. Pe'rMarx delineated some of the key features of
haps the ter m "weak socialism1l is helpful.
'
socialism in the Critlque. Here, socialism was to
[It should be clear that the speech is not using
include: complete state ownership of the means of
1Iweak socialism" as a slur of this type of society.
production.
This means the elimination of all
The transitional stage is necessary if socialism is
forms of private property in the means of producever to arrive. In a sense, it 'can also be called
tion. And this would imply that such transitional. the '~heroic'" or "revolution'ary" phase in which the
forms in agriculture as collective farms and so
working class and people are still engaged' in
forth would have to be superseded by state. farms , uprooting the 010. capitalism. But it'is "weak" in
of agricultural workers.
an e?onomic sense; it is not yet full socialism; it
Eyeryone would be required to contribute their
will not spontaneously lead to socialism by itself;
share in productive labor, and, all workers would
etc. ' After the "overthrow of the political power of
receive roughly equal pay for equal labor-time •. (I
the exploiters, the new economic 'system still
say "roughly", because it seems probable that alremains weaker than the forces of the old capitallowances would br made for more arduous versus
ism. Only the revolutionary political' mobilization
much easier labor; for more dangerous jobs, and so
of the masses can overcome this. -- Supplement.]
on.) This pay would not be in the form of money,
And here is something Lenin said along these
lines:
, . ' .,
but in that of a 1Ilabor-note1l, or "labor-certificate1l
(metal, paper, plastic ••• it makesno difference) sig"But we say that our goal is, equality,
nifying the right of that worker to his or her's
and by that we mean the abolition of
appropriate share in the fund of consumer'
classes. Then the class distinction be, tween workers and peasants. should b~ aproducts.
These features in turn imply, the elimination of
bolished. That is exactly our object. A
both commodity production and exchange, and
society in which the class distinction
between workers and peasants still exists
money.
. Now,. obviously, socialism in this sense of the
is neither acommunist society nor a soword has yet to be achieved. Not in China, the
cialist, society. True, if the word socialism is interpreted in a certain sense, it
Soviet bloc, or the Soviet Union itself.
But if this is so, what kind of social system did
might be called a socialist society, but
!that would be mere sophistry, an arguexist in those countries that we have said were
socialist at one time or another? And what name
ment about words. Socialismis the first
should we have called them? What should we call
stage of communism; but it is not worth
the Soviet Union in the firstlO-20' years after the
while arguing about words. One thing is
clear, and that. is, that as long as the
revolution?
In studying some of Lenin's writings from
class distinction between workers and
peasants exists, it, is no use talking.
1918-19, it is clear that he regarded the new order
about equality, unless we want to bring
as one in transition from capitalism to socialism.
This was a complex process.
And in the course
,grist to the mill of the bourgeoisie •••
of it, the transition toward this first stage of
"Their social conditions, production,
communism was arrested, and the society collapsed
living and economic conditions make the
back into capitalism of one variety or another.
peasant half worker and half, huckster.
Nevertheless, it is proper to refer to the early
IIThis is a fact. And you cannot get
'away from this fact until you have abol":
Soviet Union as a soCialist country, as long as we
are clear that we are not using the term "social-'
!ished, money, until you have abolished
ism" in the strict sense., For example, Lenin said
exchange. And for this years rmd years
the following in . Left-Wing Chlldisbness and the
of the stable rule by the proletariat is
needed; for only the proletariat is
Petty- Bourgeois Mentality:
.
"Nor, I think, has any Communist denied
capable of vanquishing the bourgeoisie."
that the term Socialist Soviet Republic
'(From Lenin's speech of May 19, 1919 at
implies the determination of Soviet
the First All- Russian Congress o,f. Adult :
power to achieve' the transition to soEducation"
"Deception of the People
cialiSm, and not that the new economic
. with Slogans of Freedom and Equality,
system is recognized as a socialist orSection IV or Collected Works, vol .... 29,
pp. 358-9)
der." (In Section m of the work, or see
Here Lenin explains that a society with a class
Collected Works, vol. 27, p. 335)
I
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differentiation between workers and peasants, and
hence a society still marked by commodity ex-'
ch~nge and money, is not really socialist, in the
strict sense of the word.
"
So it seems that a sharp diff~rentiation between
a strict and loose con«;!eption of socialism is necessary; a distinction, between the stage of transition
,from capitalism to socialism, and socialism itself; in
general, a distinction between a society moving
toward socialism and one that has arrived.
When the ,Bolsheviks came to power, Lenin had
to wage a struggle for the Party to understand
that it was not an issue of "immedi.ately going over
to socialism" but of finding the way to make a
g~adual transition, step by step. The following is
from 'l1le Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government in 1918:
" ••. The reason why the present posi,tion see,ms peyuliar to many of those .
who would like to be regarded as socialists is that they have been accustomed
to, contrasting capitalism with socialism
abstractly, ~d that they profoundly put
between the two the word 'leap' (some
of them, recalling fragments' of what
they have read of Engels's writings, still
,moreprofoqndly add the phrase 'leap
from the realm of necessity into the
realm of freedom').
The majority of
these 'So-called socialists, who have 'read
in books' about socialism but who have
n~ver seriously thought over the matter,
are unable to consider that by 'leap' the
teache,rs of socialism meant
turning-points on a world-historical
scale, and that leaps of, this kind extend
over decades and even longer, periods. "
(From the next to last section "The
Development of Soviet Organization" or
Collected Works, vol. 27, p. 273)
So here we haveS. leap, a qualitative change"
from capitalism to soci~lism, but which' may take
decades to acco mplish, and about which Marx
spoke of the "prolonged birth pangs". of the new
society.
But above and beyond the mere recognition of
this transition period, was the issue of understanding the actual mixture of capitalist and socialist
elements in'the country, ,in order to have a scientific plan of action for eliminating the remnants of
capitlilism.
At this point, it must be noted that it is
beyond the scope of this talk to proceed from this
to try to discuss Lenin's views at that time on the
key issues of the transition period. I just want to
add that 'Lenin stressed the need for an analysi.$ of
the modes of production and exchange that existed
in society, arid on this basis being able to "study

the' concrete forms' and stages of the transition"
that are necessary.
This goes to show that one's starting point is
not some scholastic or invented definition of
"stages of socialism", ,but is the actual social and
economic relations inherited from the old system.
And this is a social tapestry that is about as
varied as the number of countries on earth. Of
course, the social arid economic conditions favorable to ,socialism are much more in evidence today
throughout the world then in Lenin's day.
When we speak of transition between capitalism
and socialism, this should not be confused with the
transition from socialism to communism. These are
two' distinct, and consecutive, periods. Together
they form the entire period of transition from capitalism to communism.
I don't think there is much controversy attached to this issue [the transition from socialism
to coinmunism1, as Marx's and Lenin's views on it
do not remain as "hidden" as on the previous topic.
As well, this is pretty far in the future.
'
The question of the transition period between
capitalism and socialism has been slurred over in
last 50-60 years, since Lenin's time. Lenin's works
that touch orr this issue have not been popularized
widely in either Stalin's or Mao's time. Instead it
seems that roughly the following formula has been
pushed by, both the Chinese and Soviet trends:
"Overthrow the capitalists, seize the
main means of production, carry out
some sort of land reform and cooperative agriculture, and this equals social'ism."
But this is only partially true, only in the most
loose sense of the term.
But no distinction is
made by these political trends between a loose and
strict sense of the socialism idea. The strict sense
of the idea drops out. And with it the very" concept of the transition period gets muddied up;

(2)

J

Some' of the' Marxist principles of
socialist distribution:

One, thing that we have learned in' our study so
far is that an aim of the socialist revolution is to
wOJ;k toward the equality of pay. This is touched
on ,in Marx's '81ld Engels' writings on the Paris
Commune. And it is discussed in Marx's Critique
of the Gotha Program. In summing up these views
in The State and Revolution, Lenin repeatedly
stresses that "equality of labor and equality of
pay" (end of Ch. 5, Sec. 4 or Collected WorkS, vol.
25, p.474) are features of the first stage of communism, i.e., what is commonly'known as socialism.
And in many other writings, Lenin deals with a
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number of the different sides to this issue.
representative bodies which were added
In the study groups, discussion of this issue of
besides." (See the third paragraph from
the end)
salary equalization often gave rise to co/mments on
growth of wage disparities ,in the Soviet Union in
Clearly Marx and Engels attached much importhe 1930s. As well many comrades are aware of
tance to reducing wage disparity in the new workStalin's polemic against what he called
ing class society. Of course, the Commune did not
"the 'Leftist' practice of wage equaliza-last very long. It was not able to take any sigtion" (Section IT "Wages" of New Condinificant practical steps toward the economic e'man-.
tions--New Tasks in Economic Construccipation of, the working class, that is, any steps
tion, Speech Delivered at a Conference
other than its heroic declaratiol1 of its, own existence.
of Economic Executives, ~une 23, 1931 or
, Problems of Leninism, p. 537)
And so, we must turn to Marx's cntique of the
and which he cursed three years later as
Gotha Program, where he demonstrates that with
"a reactionary petty-bourgeois absurdity
the working class taking possession of the means
worthy of some primitive sect of asof production of society, there must nec~ssarily
cetics, but not of a socia:(ist society orfollow a complete transformation in the distribuganized on Marxist lines." (Repor,t to the
tion of the means of consumption to the workers.
And this transformation is one toward equality of
Seventeenth 'Party Congress of the
wages.
C.P.S.U.(B), January 26, 1934, Part 1lI
"The Party", Sec. l ' "Questions 'of
What does Marx say in the Critique about socialist distribution?
Ideological and Political Leadership" or
In the first pla,ce, we are talking about "socialProblems of Leninism, p. 741)
.'
The next speech goes into some of the facts
ism proper", when the transition from capitalism
has resulted in, among other things, the means of
about the' campaign against wage leveling, a campaign which apparently deepens into the bureauproduction being owned in common, i.e., full-scale
socialist ownership. We are not talking about a
cracy pigging out at the trough of the workers'
society such as the Soviet Union was in the 1920s
labor.
Based on studying the Paris Commune and
and 308,' where the workers have seized power, but
where non-socialist modes of production remain
Marx's Critique of the Gotha Program, Stalin's
very widespread, especially in agriculture.
views are clearly a departure from Marxism. Later
we can examine some quotations' from these'two
On the contrary, in this society where all the
means 'of production are in the possession of the
previously mentioned works of Stalin to try to
workers' state, all workers are in a sense employcapture some of the flavor of this, and to underees of this one huge corporation.
stand the phenomenon a bit more.,
,
Everyone is required to perform an appropriate
But first let's look; at a few of the Marxist
principles on wage equalization' under socialism. 'amount of social labor, considering their abilities
and conSidering the relative difficulty of the work.
This should help provide us with a few ideas that
will be useful for judging various wage practices
(Obviously, some people are unable to work as long
that occur in the history of the Soviet Union, and· Or as intensely' as others. As well, different kinds
in other countries that proclaimed their socialist
of labor are not equally difficult, arduous, stressful, safe, and so on. And so in each case the
intentions.
The Paris Commune of 1871 was the main revoworkers' state must ,make adjustments to compen- _
sate for these factors. But the general rule should
lutionary experience of the 19th Century that Marx
be: from each, relatively equal labor.)
and Engels had available to extract socialist lesThe next rule should be: from each, ,relatively
sons from. Marx, in The Civil War in France, enequal pay for this labor. With one very important
dorsed the measure for paying officials "workmen's
qualification, workers are paid for each labor-hour
wages".
,
Twenty years later in 1891, Engels' made the
with a note, or certificate, entitling them to one
hours' worth of consumer articles. The qualificafollowing remarks in his Introduction to the Civil
tionis this: that the total social product must inWar in France:
"And, in the second place, all officials,
clude, in addition to consumer goods, producer,
b.igh or low, were paid only the wages
goods; not just articles of consumption, but, also
means of production. Without this, society would
received by other workers. The highest
salary paid by the Commune to anyone
collapse.
So, a certain portion of the' hours
was 6,000 francs. In this wayan effecworked are allotted to the maintenance ana. expansion of the means of production; which are aptive barrier to place-hunting and
propriated by the state. As well, another portion
careerism was set up, even apart from
of the hours worked must be allotted to producer
the binding mandates to delegates to
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and consumer goods so that the workers' governAnd this just touches the surface of some of
ment can carry out essential social services, like
the complex issues that arise in tlie transition to
socialism on the issue of pay equalization. But
hospitals, schools, and so forth. (Included in this
latter category would be expenditures for ,such
aside from all this, -it seems pretty clear that
Marx's conception of distribution' of products under
consumer goods and services as medical care for
all; child care; and certain housing costs borne by
socialism proper is one of striving toward wage
the government. That is, it would include such
equalization.
articles of consumption that can onlyb'e distriLenin, in The State and Revolution, explains the
foJlowlng points:
buted rationally on a large-scale, by the state.
"AI'I:d as' soon ,as equality is achieved for
And these sorts of state expenditures would be a
all members of society in relation to
powerful lever in the direction of equalization of
pay.)
, '
ownership of the means of production,
that is, equality of labor and equality of
And so eac.h worker is paid with a labor .certificate entitling him or her to one ,hours' conwages, humanity will ineVitably be consumer goods for roughly each hour worked, after
fronted with the question of advancing
the necessary deductions from the workers' pay are
farther, from formal eqlj.ality to actual
made to the public fund. Of course, these pay-equality, i.e., to the operation of the
ments to the' public fund benefit the individual
rule, 'fro'm each according to his ability,
worker, if indirectly, just as much as the direct
to each according to his needs' •.• " (Ch.
5, 'Sec. 4)
payments to'the individual for articles of consumpi. e. to the well-known distribution principle of the
tion. And obviously, in this situatio? exploitation
has disappeared.
second stage of communism, as Marx laid it down.
Of course, there are many other aspects to this
(We leave this distribution rule of communism
question that remain to be explained. For examwithout elaboration as it takes us off our present
subject.)
_
.
ple, there is the necessity for a' high level of
technique throughout society so that the disparity
So it seems the Marxist-Leninist classics see
in labor productivity in each field is reduced.
thestr'uggle. toward the equalization of pay as a
Another example:
the educational and cultural . goa.! of socialism. And the achieving of relative
level in society needs to be high enough such that
pay equality (fully socialist distribution) is itself a
an all-encompassing control at the work places by
transition point to the higher form of equality that
the masses of workers results ·in a reasonable level
is brought into being with communist distribution •
of intensity of labor during each hour worked,
.And so, inevitably, questions get raised: What
without excessive shirking,and so forth.
happened in the Soviet Union on this issue? What
But in the period of transition toward socialism,
did Lenin do? Stalin?
This is not the place or
there would probably be many transitional forms of
time to provide definitive answers to these quespay, involving material incentives and wage inetions. For now only the briefest and most tentaqualities of one sort or another~ For example, it
tive remarks can be made.
seems that a type of piece work would be used as
The Bolsheviks' Program of 1919 (8th Congress) .
a stimulus to train reluctant types of people in
stresses striving to equalize wages, while recognizing the necessity to make exceptions to this prin'having decent labor discipline.
How prevaient
would this be? It would probably be a subordinate
ciple for some time:
,"While striVing to equalize wages for
and constantly decreasing phenomenon. It is undeniably the case that large-scale, socialized
every type of labor and to fully realize
production, tends to, give rise to socialist labor
communism, the Soviet government candiscipline and camaraderie ainong the workers.
not set itself the immediate task of
bringing about this equality today. Only
Piece w.ork on the, other hand, even a "benevolent"
piece' work that is not driven by the profit motive
the first steps are now being made in
to absurd heights of sweating, is problematic. It
the transition from capitalism to, comcauses some negative competiti,,on among workers.
munism. It will therefore be necessary
There is an inducement to keep productivity
for some time for specialists to receive
secrets from "competitor" workers so as to keep
higher wages 130 that 'they can work not
the average rate low and your own pay higher.
worse but better than before. Forthe
same reason it is impossible to dispense
Not only is 'production itself harmed to this extent,
with the system of bonuses for the most
but there is. also a tendency toward the workers
successful and well-organized wOl'k.
har(ming ·themselves through excessive strain, so as
to increase their pay. So this type of labor dis(From the eighth po~nt on economics)
cipline must necessarily be of limited advantage to
In The Immediate Tasks 'of the Soviet Governsooialism.
ment (March 1918), Lenin elaborates on what it
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over labor discipline in society. That is, of buildtliat the distinction between th,em would continue
under socialism for a long time; and they recoging up socialist labor discipline. And this process
rtized that, under capitalism, compound labor has a
most likely, requires an entire historical period,
higher value than simple labor and is necessarily
measured in decades, if not longer.
paid according to this higher value.
But they
Let's assume that the society achieves equal pay
according to labor-time. There most likely will
denied that this disparity in pay should continue
remain for a longer time the issue of enforcing
under socialism.· Listen to Engels:
. "How then are we to solve the whole
'equality of work. That is, it must be enforced
that
important question of the higher wages
(a) everyone works roughly the same amount as
paid for compound labor? In a society
others;
cif private producers, private individuals
or their families pay the costs of trainb) that a reasonable intensity, and quality, of
work is done;'
ing the qualified worker; hence the
higher price paid for qualified laborc) that this work is done according to the
power accrues first of all to private inneeds of the enterprise, according to policy, and
so forth.
" dividuals: the skilful slave is sold for a
higher price, .,and the skilful wage-earner
Only once it has become habit that everyone works·
according to their ability, and that this work is
is paid higher wages. In a socialistically
enjoyable and-what you w~t to do anyway, will it
organized society, these costs are borne
be possible to dispense with the enforcing of a
by society, and to it therefore belong
"bourgeois right", or equal standard, in regard to
the fruits, the greater values produced
labor discipline. Until then, enforcing labor disby compound labor. The worker himself
has no claim to extra pay. And from
cipline, via coercion as the bottom line, is a
necessity for the worker's government.
this, incidentally, follows the moral that
at times there is a drawback to the
Iry. 1918 Russia, Lenin and the Bolsheviks faced
a difficult situation regarding labor discipline:
popular demand of the workers for 'the
full proceeds of labor. III (Herr Eugen
(1) There was sabotage by the overthrown exploiting classes. .
Dflhring's Revolution in Science (Anti(2) And there was also the extreme- disintegraDflhring), the last paragraph of Ch. VI,
"Simple and Compound Labor")
tion in society, crime, famine, "every man for himThis is not to deny the temporary need for
self-ism", that was also reflected among sections cif
the workers, and all of which interfered with the
some wage disparities in the transition period. But
labor discipline necessa.ry to start getting revoluEngels is opposing the idea inherited from capitaltionary Russia onto its feet economically.
ism that wage' disparities, corresponding to such
In this situation, as we studied in The Immedidifferences as skilled and unskilled varieties of
labor, are "natural" and "inevitable". Stalin on the
ate Tasks of the Soviet Government, the Bolsheviks
other - hand is clearly playing on this latter
gave a call to establish "one- man dictatorship" in
'prejUdice in the passages just mentioned. And in
economic enterprises, so as to be able to use coerthis atmosphere,. the struggle toward wage equality . cion against these two sources of chaos in .the economy, and to be able to enforce adherence to "a
cannot go anywhere.
single will" in these enterprises.
As everyone
. Was there no one in the CPSU who could read
knows, modern industry cannot operate without
Anti-Dflhring? Or was Stalin beco ming the politivery tight adherence to "a single plan, will, 'policy" cal representative of an aspiring labor bureaucracy
and so forth. This means that authority is inwho did not care what Engels, Marx or Lenin said
- herent in large-scale enterprise, whether capitalist
on these matters. It seems like the latter.
or socialist, feudal or slave. In fact, authority is
inherent' in any collective enterprise.
(3) Labor discipline and one-man, dictatorship
In large-scale industry under capitalism, workers
in 1918
feel this authority, this discipline, as the lash of
the exploiters, the threat 'of unemployment, of im-'- ,
poverishment and disaster for his or her family.
- Various questions arose in the study groups on
Under socialism, in the strict sense of the
term,' the need for this authority, this discipline,
this issue.
In the period- of transition to socialism, there is
should be understood •. In this case, to use Lenin's
im issue of building up conscious, mostly voluntary,
analogy, the symphony follows the conductor, to
labor discipline, and of building up the organizamake sweet sounds, mainly without coercion.
tion and -political consciousness of the workers so
All of this should really not be too controverthat the masses themselves exercise overall control
sial for us. Let's take a look at Engels on thisI.

,
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means to make exceptions to the general rule of
wage· equality:
"Now we have to resort to the old
bourgeois method and to agree. to pay a
very high price for the 'services' of the
top bourgeois experts. • •• Clearly, this
measure is a co mpronllse, a departure
from the principles of the Paris Commune and of every proletarian power,
which call for the reduction of all
salaries to the level of the wages of the
average worker, ••. " (From the section
"The New Phase of the Struggle against
the Bourgeoisie" or Collected Works, vol.
27, pp. 248-9)
This doesn't seem to require comment.
So let us return to the subject of Stalin's views
in 1931, where he denounces Leftist equalization:
the context is apparently trying to deal with a
situation of disruptions in the factories caused bY
workers moving from job to job. He states that
the unskilled had no incentive to stay and be
trained for skilled positions, and the skilled had no
incentive to stick around but went out in search
of higher paying positions. It is quite possible
that there was an issue here of maintaining certain
wage disparities. Bqt this was not dealt with by
Stalin as a problem imposed by the past, as a concession, a departure from the principles of the
Paris Commune, as Lenin put it. Instead Stalin
states:
"Hence, the task is to put an end to
the fiuidity of manpower, to do away
with wage equalization, to orgairlze
wages properly and to improve the living
conditions of the workers." (FromNew
Conditions--New Tasks in Economic Construction, June 23, 1931, Sec IT "Wages"
or Problems of Leninism, p. 540, emphasis .as in \the original)
That is, there is no talk of a problem in "doing
away with wage equalization. On the contrary,
this is cOTlsidered the right thing to do without
any qualification.
And it. gets worse. By 1934, Stalin just seems
to be on a vulgar tirade against the struggle
toward wage equality. He uses several tricks to
try to pull this off.
His main· demagogy is to
equate wage equalization with demanding that
everyone in society have the same "requirements
and tastes", to say that this is the same thing as
"Bourgeois writers (who) are. fond of
depicting Marxist socialism in the shape
of the old tsarist barracks, where everything is subordinated to the 'principle'
of equalization." (Report to the 17th
Congress of the CPSU, TIl "The Party",
1. "Questions of Ideological and Political

Leadership" or Problems of Leninism, p.
743)
In other words, to be for wage equalization is
depicted as being equivalent to wanting a socialism
a la the equality of boot camp, or as I mentioned
earlier, "some primitive sect of ascetics". Here, we
apparently have a call to the n,ew bureaucracy,
officials and so forth, to fight "asceticism", i.e.,
for themselves, but apparently not for the lower
wage levels ...
Another of Stalin's demagogic tricks is to
butcher one aspect of socialist distribution principles. In 1934 he states
"c) the equal duty of all to work according to their ability, and the equal
right of all working people to receive in
return for this according to the work
performed (socialist society).1f (Ibid., p.
741)
Now, on the surface, this is OK, depending on
what you mean by "the work performed." Marx
and Lenin are clear:
under socialism, it is
"labor'"'time" and it is compensated roughly the
sam~ for all.
Stalin has a different view. It is
expressed in his 1931 talk in crude form. And it
is a forgery of Marxism:
"We cannot tolerate a situation where a
rolling- mill worker in the iron and steel
. industry earns no more than a sweeper .
. We cannot tolerate a situation where a
locomotive driver earns only as much as
a copying clerk. Marx and Lenin said.
that the difference between skilled and
unskilled labor would exist even under
socialism,even after classes had been abolished; that only under communism
would this difference disappear and that,
consequently, even under socialism
'wages' must be paid according to work
performed and not according to needs."
(New . Conditions--New Tasks in EconomI
ic Construction, II "Wages" or Problems
of Leninism, p. 538)
This argument is false. Why? Because by work
performed,' Stalin clearly means that some forms of
labor are more valuable than others and should be
paid more, and that this is Marxism. This is what
is behind Stalin's sneering at unskilled labor. But
this is only true under capitalism, under commodity
production, where production is ruled by the law
of value. But, this situation changes under socialism. What Marx meant by payment for work performed under socialism, was not higher pay for
skilled labor, but was roughly equal payment for
equal amounts of work, for equal labor-time.
Marx and Engels did recognize the difference
between skilled and unskilled labor, which they
term simple and compound labor: They recognized
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that degree make "controV from below tl by the
(On Authority):
"But the necessity of authority, and
masses harder. That .is, the collective form would
. interfere with mass democracy because it would
of imperious authority at that, will
nowhere be found more evident than on
make evading responsibility and control easier.
board a ship on the high seas. There,
The comrades who have studied the debate on this
in tim~ of danger, the lives of all
question, between Lenin and Tomsky' and others,
depend on the instantaneous and abcould not find enough information to come to an
solute obedience of all to the will ·of
independent opinion on this issue of individual or
one." (On Authority, 1872-3)
collective bodies. But from this argu,ment, I tnlnk
And there are very strict penalties on seaman
it is not necess.arily the case that collective forms
or sailors to back up the authority ·of the captain;
of authority a~ways provide for more democracy
This is a type of one-person dictatorship, and it. than individual forms of authority.
.
Normally, collective forms provide for more alldoes not arouse much controversy~
.
Socialism, in the loose s~nse of a, society in
sidedness in decision-making. But there are lots
transition from capitalism,must find a way to
of occasions w.hen this is not· a benefit •. Like in
combine democracy and. authority, including dicvarious emergencies. As well, collective forms as~
tatorship. The democratic side of things is what
suineenough capable people to form the collective.
And so forth. It depends on the conditions.
'.
draws more arid more of the masses of workers'
into themselves exercising authority over, s'hirkers
. The following quote from Engels cdvers several
and disruptors of the essential labor-discipline.
of . the issues previously mentioned, iricludfD.g the
indiyidual versq,s collective form of authority:
The democratic side of things is what allows for
"Let us take another example--the
reducing the concentration of power in the hanc'ls
railway~ Here too the cooperation of an
of an authoritative entity, separate from the mas&~
infinite number- of individuals is abes (whether this entity is a one-person dictator,
solutely necessary, and this cooperation
chief, etc., or a collective body). -The democratic
must be practiced during precisely fixed
side of. things 'is what protects the; masses from
bureaucratic abuses of power by this authority.
hours so that no accidents may happen.
Here, too, the first condition of the' job
The de'mocratic sioe of this equation is not simis a dominant will that' settles all suborply formal rules, like "right of recall of elected
dinate: questions, 'whether this wm.. is
officials". 'More .essentially, it inv01ves the raising
represented by a single delegate' or. a
of the masses' political consciousness 'and of their
. organized participation in deciding all issues.
committee charged with theehxecution of~
th,e resolutions .of the majority of perIn The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet Government, Lenin speaks of a situ,ation where there is a
sons interested. In eith~r case there is
a very pronoUnced authority."
(On
mania for meetings among the masses, and there is
Authority, emphasis added)
.
a huge amount ot democratic discussion, but that
So it does not seem that it is a question, of
.this does not, automatically result in labor disprinciple whether there is "one-person' .managecipline. After all, there. is this problem of the
ment/ dictatorship" or' a "collegium" form.' This
bourgeois elements, and of the c;leclassed workers.
And there is the. prob.lem of general chaos. And
depends on :the conditions of the time, what is
besides, the masses -are just beginning' to be ,drawn
most favorable, not only for 'exercising authority,
but also for facilitating demo,Qratic control•. And
. into' running things.
Centuries of enforced ignorance are not overcome in a day or year •. ' And' here it seems is the point .of principle: facilit~ting
a huge broken";down railway system in
ruined
the ever-increasing democratic control from below,
country, for example, cannot be run, day-to-day or .by the masses of workers~ What Engels mentions
long-term, by such mass meetings~ . (See in paras "execution of the res.olutions of the m~jority of
persons interested."
ticular the section "'Harmonious organization' and
dictatorship" in Immediate T8.sks.)
For example, how is the authority chosen?
Does an emergency require tQ.e appointee, top-down
So you need a combination of democracy and
authority/ coercion/ dictatorship. On the dictatormethod? If so, what channels are available. to .
ship side of the equation, there may be. an inprevent abuse of this authority? Elections with a
dividual or collective form of that authority. This
readily useable right· of recall i& preferable if
is not a.' questi()n of principle. Apparently, in the
conditionsperlliit.
.
This is just a rough outline of some of the
late teens and early 20s, Lenin argued that the
collective form gave rise to the evading of- responissues that have been raised.
sibility, which was' not as easily done when there
Finally, I wish to stress the usefulness of keepWas "one-man" management. If in fact the collecirig a .close track
the various questionstnat get
raised in .the course of the study.
. . <>
tiveform made evasion easier, ·then it would to
issue:

a

on
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The new mDitary. base agreement with· the U. S• .
SPANISH SOCIAL-DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT BETRAYS ITS ANTI-NUCLEAR PROMISES

Below are excerpts from the November 2, 1988
issue' of Red Chronicle, a journal dedicated to
presenting a revolutionary. outlook on' present
events in Spain:

CONCESSION OR SUBMISSION?

In September 1953, thefu-st U.S.'-Spain agreement was signed between the fascist dictatorship
of General Franco and the reactionary Eisenhower
administration. As a result of this agreement, the
usA - established in Spain naval and air military
base's, and it w,as the beginning of decades of servi11ty on the part of the Spanish bourgeoisie to.
u.S. imperialism.
Twenty-five years lat~r, the Spanish 80c1aldemocratic team of Felipe Gonzalez, after several
months of "discussions" with the Reagan administration, has set the basis for the new U.S.Spain Defense Agreement. The n~gotiatdrs have
declared that both parts have made "concessions".
What were the condessions of the Spanish socialdemocrats?
J3esides ensuring the continuation of, the
military presence of U.S. imperialism through its
bases in Rota, Zaragoza and Moron--and other
"facilitles"-:,-the new agreement will include an annex in which the Spanish, Government renounces
inspection of the cargo of ships--later the Minister
of Defense, Serra, announced that u.S. war planes
will have the "s~me treatment"--which dock in
Spanish ports. The annex states that the Spanish
Government will not question the type of arm,s the
,U.S. ships carry, and it will not be necessary for
the ship to declare the nature of its cargo.
Therefore, U:S. warships and planes
be able to
. carry freely drugs, bacteriological arms and nuclear
weapons through Spanish skies and waters.
Signing ,thisa~reement, the social-democratic
,Government of Gonzalez is tearing to pieces the
results of the referendum it organized in March
1986, accepting "the prohibition of installing, storing and introducing nuclear weapons". . [Spain
en tered NATO in 1982.
The Spanish socialdemocrats, who came to power later that year,

will

promised a referendum on NA,TO--but dragged
their feet until 1986. In order to get a yes vote,
they added to the referendum the anti-nuclear
promise mentioned above, also pledge of a
"progr,essive reduction" in the U.S. military
presence, and the promise not to join NATO's
integrated military structure. Step by step, the
social-democratic government has, made a mockery
of each promise.--Supplementl
'
The new U.S.-Spain agreement has been acclaimed by the Spanish social-democrats as "a
satisfactory agreement between both sides", that
"it represents a new stage in a level of higher
equality between both countries," (0, etc.
What is clear is that the Spanish socialdemocrats are submitting more and more to Washington's baton and aCting as its agent in· the
south of' Europe, north of Africa, and Latin
America.
Militarism
·TheSpani.~h social-democratic government will
spend 2.78 billion pesetas in 1988-93 in modernizing the Army. This figure represents an increa,se
of one billion pesetas compared with the budget of
the last 6 years (1.8 billion).

Revisionism approaches social-democracy

·During. a recent visit to the Soviet Union by
. Sa~tiago Carrillo, leader' df the revisionist PTEUC, Soviet officials informed him that they do not
approve open attacks on the Spanish social-democratic party PSOE, nor any efforts to challenge its
identity as a "left~wing" party.
·The' revisionist PCE held its annual Fiesta
(fair). The leader of the PSUC (Catalan branch),
Ribo, declared: "To me it seems pointless to say
that the PS-OE is right-wing, because millions of
workers vote for it. II (!)
Red Chronicle can be reached at
Apartado 35171
28080 Madrid
Spain

<>

l
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THE WEEK OF STRUGGLE IN BANGLADESH
I

Bangladesh has been under military rule since the 1975 assassination of Sheik Mujibur
Rahman, the leader of the Awami League and the ruler of Bangladesh sirice its formation:
Mujibur Rahman led a bourgeois nationalist regime which even flirted with "socialist" labels
but which was based on the local exploiters, violently opposed the left-wing, and became increasirigly more repr·essive. A succession of coups followed his murder. On March 24, 1982
another military coup put General Hossain Mohammad Ershad ili power. Despite the farce of
an election iri' October 1986, which was boycotted by the people, the Ershad regime remains a
. military despotism.
.
The tragiC floods of September 1988 interrupted the mass struggle against the tyranny.
But the struggle resumed, and the first week .of November 1988 was "the Week of Struggle'''.
There was a general strike, and contiriued violence and police shootirigs. by the regime.
Afterwards, the worst hurricane ever hit Bangladesh, again interruptirig the struggle.
In our last issue, we published the leaflet of the Democratic Revolutionary Front concerning the flood and flood relief. It showed how they", refused to take a non-class do-gooder
poirit of view and instead championed the side of the people against the continuirig oppression
by the tyranny and imperialism~ They showed how the exploiters refused to deal with and
even worsened the problem of floods, and how the bourgeoisie in power used the September'
floods to further plunder the people. In this issue, we reproduce their leaflet of November 3,
1988 for t'the Week of Struggle" in which they defend the social demands of the masses ,and
the path of a mass uprising against the bourgeois 'and 'pro~imperialist opposition parties Who
want to limit the movement's perspective to simply "removirig Ershad". Translation is "by the
Workers' Advocate staff.
.

Call of the Democratic Revolutionary Front for the Week of Struggle, Nov 4-10'
. OVERTHROW DESPOTISM, LET THERE BE FREEDOM FOR THE PEOPLE!
/

,"Overthrow despotism,' freedom for the
people"--with this. slogan in his heart, .the ma~tyr
Noor Hossein gave his' life to the bullets of the
police murderers on November 10 last year [1987].
. On that day countless other students, workers, and
toilerS also stood reatly to give their lives for de~
mocracy. Although the militant forms of reSistance lasted only a few days in that spontaneous
wave of struggle, the offensive of despotism had
been frustrated •. The tendency to go beyond the
bounds of bourgeois politics had spread across the
land.
For the whole' month after the 10th of
Nove~ber,the people showed their powerful selfconfidence with their own fervor, militancy and
fighting spirit.
But this feature of the popular awakening :irJ
the PQlit~cal scene had nothing in common with
the political aims of the current bourgeois blocs,
and it was not even possible for them to comprehend this because of their 'class interests. . The ..
tailist political parties of the "left" also were
completely bankrupt in dealing with advancing and
organizing the new consciousness of the people
with a new unity; leadership and program. In faQt
. they l1ave disregarded the people's revolutionary
desires under the pretext of being a "constitutional movement". Despite its lack of strength, the

Democratic Revolutionary Front was able to correctly appreciate the emergence of the people's
consciousness and took up the tasks of building up
a unified revolutionary leadership and of lending
organization to the people's spontaneous movement •
The importance of the education that the
November 10th movement has given the people is
boundless. The basiC desire of the people in. this
move~ent was the overthrow of the despotic .regime and ·the e.stablishment of the pe~ple's revolutionary government. Since the despotic· government of Bangladesh was set up with the help of
U.S~ imperialism and' completely under its domination, the movement was also at the same time in
. opposition to imperialism. This government did not
come to power through any constitutional process-that is why this 'regime does not feel inclined to
hand over power to a constitutional bourgeoi~
parliament or any other prOVisional bourgeois institutions.
The despotic regime can only be
removed through two paths.
Either through a
military coup 'or some internal conspiracy if it fails
to properly preserve the interests of the imperialist powers or the country's comprador bourgeoisie. Or through the mass uprising which would
be brought about by the people's democratic move-:- .
ment.
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The present despotic Ershad regime has main- .
tained the exploitation' and oppression of the
workers and peasants. It has done a good job in
preserving the interests of the imperialist powers
and the 'comprador bourgeoisie. Thus those ~oliti
cal parties out of power who hold to the same
class interests have not been able to bring about
internal conspiracies, or make the right deal with
U.S. imperialism. During the November movement
their best effort went to keeping the people's
movement against despotism limited only. to the
issue of "removing Ershad" and using their leadership positions to create conditions for getting a
share of power.
That's why in the concluding
phase of the movement they opposed the program
of mass uprising in favor. of the "transfer of power
, to an overseer government acceptable to all"-:--they
did not want the establishment of a people's revolutionary government. Thaes the reason for the
retreat of the bourgeois leadership.
But this
retreat is temporary. They have been waiting for
an issue connected to "election politics". Because
they do not like the thousands of issues related to
the workers' and peasants' demands for work, land,
a living wage, and democratic rights, and they
consider it dangerous to start' a movement with
such issues. For them, these demands are paper
demands.
The Democratic Revolutiona.ry Front' is committed to uniting the workers, peasants,students
and democratic forces on a genuinely democratic

program on the basis of casting aside bourgeois
politics, bourgeois leadership and bourgeois program. Thus our calls for the Week of Str'uggle
are:
i
'
·Unite the movements for work, land, education, a living wage and democratic rights!
·Build up the revolutionary front of workers,
peasants, farm la,borers, students, employees and
progressive forces against the toilers' enemies:
. the Ershad despotism, the lackey Jamaat fundamen'""
talists, imperialism, and the capitalists, landowners
and moneylenders!
·Wewant a lasting solution to the flood problem.
Stop the looting' on the pretext of the
flood!
• Bring down the bourgeois domination over the
movement, establish the political hegemony of the
toilers!
Democratic Revolutionary Front
Nove]llber 3, 1988<>
To reach the Democratic Revolutionary Front,
.' write the' Barigladesh Writers Camp (Bangladesh
Lekhok Shibir), which is one of its constituent
organiza tions:
.
Bangladesh Lekhok Shibir
. 24/3 Chamelibagh (4th Floor)
Shantinagar Turning
Dhaka 1217
Bangladesh
<>

A PHILIPPINE REVOLUTIONARY ORGANIZATION ON THE OCTOBER 1917 BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION
AND THE PATH. AHEAD

The following statement, issued on November 6, 1988, is fl,"om the Philippine communist
organization "VIL". VIL is part of the movement to build up proletarian organization in the
Philippines, doing this in the face of repreSSion by the Aquino government and attacks from
the leadership of the Communist Party of the Philippines. Unfortunately for· the American
reader, the statement does not give a ' ,description, of the proletarian Qrganizing that lies
, behind the general analysis' in the statement, organizing that we know of from other sources.
We might not formulate everything quite the way it is done below,but we think that it is
important for activists here to be able· to see the views of the forces fighting for the
Philippine movement to be oriented along a Marxist-Leninist, revolutionary direction.
PERSEVERE, ADVANCE AND ACHIEVE THE VICTORY OF THE REVOLUTION!
TREAD THE PATH TAUGHT :SY THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION!

Celebrate in a meaningful way the seventy-first
anniversary of the Great October Revolution!
Grasp its valuable lessons and put them into prac-

tice on the' basis of the particular conditions of
Philippine society and the particular needs of
Philippine revolution!
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-Economic Growth- Only of the Ruling Classes

tion in the government. For the affected masses
1n Samar, Leyte and ,other provinces, sugh "accidents" mean not only the loss of many loved O:{les
The nation's economy is improving; "economic
recovery" has already begWl •. The problem of in,..
but also the further drowning of their families into
the deeper sea of poverty.
surgency is being solved; "democracy" is winning.
The machinery of the "deII:\ocr,atic" Aquino governHence, the "economic growth" refers to the de"'"
ment has started its operation; and, within the
velopment only of the affluence of the foreign
next three years, before the end of Aquino's pres-, capitalists, liindlords, comprador bourgeois, and top
idential term, the nation and society shall have
government and military bureaucrats. It is deterbeen freed from the inenace of, insurgency and
mined by the. basic system of bourgeois and feudal
comtnWlfSm and the Filipino people's "freedom" and
exploitation of the worker and peasant masses.
This system, is currently reinforced by such policies
"democracy", shall hElve been fully restored. Such
constitute the cor~ content of the widespread
as import liberalization and export-oriented.,
propaganda of the U.S.-Aquino regime.
agriculture, attraction and a.ccommodation of more
Are such propaganda true? Based on g6verh~
imperialist investments, and begging for more imperialist "aids" and loans.
'
ment figures, "economic grow~h" is happening,but,
in essence, it is .the growth 'not, of the economic
At pre~ent, world imperialism, led 1:lY U.S. imcap,acfty of the Filipino masses but of the wealth
perialism and Japanese imperialism, is preparing for
of, the foreign and local' ruling classes. In the
their "mini-Marshall Plan" or what is now called
. concrete situation, there has not been any alleviathe "Philippine Aid Plan". This $10 billion-aid pro;"
tion relative to the extreme p6yerty of the work'gram is aimed at the "economic rebirth"of the
dying semi-colonial and semi-f~udalsociety and at
ers, semi'-workers and peasants. In fact, due to
the uncontrolled hike ,of the prices of the ,com- , the complete ach~evement of "democracy" against
modities 'and services, the hards~ips and sufferings
the revolution and commWlism. . U. S. imperialism
of the masses continue to worsen. The real value
and its international and local allies seek to,
"of the legal wagescif the relatively few regular
restrengthen the status quo, completely destroy the
workers and especially those of the much lower
revolution, and maximize the exploitation of the
wages of the many irregular, casual, contractual,
country's wealth and the cheap labor of· the
apprentice, andoth~r workers haVe continuously
Filipino masses. They also seek to: keep the coundiminished. And unemployment stUl'remains a big
try in u.s. fmperialist hands due to its strategic
problem despi~e the influx of more foreign inveslocation for continued U.S. supremacyin East Asia:
tors and the' opening of new enterprises.' Also the
and the Pacific. Thus, they [use] all ways arid
prices of the produce of the peasants re,main very
means to' block any possibility of national freedom
low, being dictated by the capitalists' and meror of the country's falling into other imperialist
chants to their advantage,while the prices of
hands like those of Soviet social-imperialism.
their p~oduction requirement~including such
agricultural inputs as fertilizers, pesticides and
Counterrevolution o:t the U.S.-Aquino Regime
ott),ers have continued to rise.
In many ~arts of the cOWltry, due to the prevIS it true that:. the U.S.-Aquino regime is winalent 'graft and .corruption among gover:{lment offining in its fight against the revolution? Aquino
cials and the lack of government measures for the
and, the Ramos- De Villa leadership in the AFP
protection of the people, the already bittersitua[Armed Forces of the Philippines] have stressed
tion of the masses has been aggravated by the ef- ,again and again that they are winning against the
fects of the natural calamities including typhoons,
"communist" insurgents.
Based on the' accounts
floods, etc. ' And, in Bataan, Metro Manila, Ca.vite
given by our contacts in the countryside as well as
and other provinces; the economic difficulties of
our friends within the Maoist movement, it is unthe thousands of fishermen has been worsened by
deniable that the regime has achieved certain victhe collaps~ of their livelihood due to the spread
tories against the national democratic movement.
of "red tide".
Unlike the previous U.S.-Marcos fascist regime, the
The series of maritime "accidents" that have alU.S.-Aquino regime, which Is no less a puppet and
ready killed not less than 4,000 since the drowning
fascist regime, enjoys the more enthusiastic and
of the passenger Ship Dona Paz in December 1987
more quantitative support 'Dfmore imperialist and
up to' the [sinking] of Dona Marilyn last, October
capitalist states and, until now, also enjoys its
1988' may be rooted to the state of decay 'of
popularity .~mong the r¢ddle classes and also a
society as a dumping ground of ill"'conditioned
part of the backward section of the masses. Its
products of alien imperialists such as ships anq
"Christian" arid "dernocratic"hypocrisy and deception
others,' the squeeze for maximum profit by the
still works amidst the· trend of the gradual
capitalists and other rich, and widespread corrup- " weakening of [the regime's] popular support.
\

./
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Because of thiS, the regime is able to make
bourgeois revolutionary movement, particularly the
policies and laws that openly serve the interests of
Maoist 'CPP-NPA-NDF .[Communist Party of the
U.S. imperialism, feudalis'm, bureaucrat capitali,sm
Philippines-New People's Army-National Democratic
and fascism without having to contend with a sizeFront].
A number 'of members of the Central'
; able an<;l challenging opposition.
Among such
Committee and of many other organs of the CPP
'policies and laws are the pro-imperialist import
and a bigger number of ' the rank-and-file members
liberalization policy, pro-IMF [International
have been c,aptured and are presently incarcerated
Monetary Fund] approach to the foreign debt probin AFP camps.
Many members of the NPA and
lem, anti-peasant agrarian refor'm program, anti~
other organizations of the 'party have also fallen
people new memorandum to the Military Bases
into the hands of the mi'litary. Besides thol?e in
Agreement, anti-revolutionary big military budget
the prison cells, many have been killed in the
and formation of the CAFGUs [death squads], etc.
course of the military suppression campaigns and
And, most of all, it is able to intensify tts antirepression of activist organizations. The number is
. people and counter-revolutionary mlitarizatton and
greater of those who have stopped their engagewar. In its attempt to crush the revolution, it
ment in the struggle or who surrendered to the
employs its war pla~es, helicopter gunships, tanks,
government due to lack of revolutionary awareness
armed personnel carriers, artillery,etc., and mobiand firm pro- masses standpoint, the prevalent oplizes its 160,000 fascist troopers and 80,000
portunism among their leaders, the presence and
military reservists and "volunteer" civilians (this
active operation of infiltrators known as "deep
number is expected to reach 150,000 next year).
penetration agents" within 'their 'organizations,
The results include some victories against the
and! or others. And there is the recapture of' a
growing number of barrios or barangays, formerly
Maoist CPP-NPA-NDF [Communist Party of the
Philippine~New People's Army-National Democratic' NPA-controlled or NPA-influenced, by the regime's
forces through the use of "special operations'
Front], but' also' many more deaths and -victims of
teams" (SOT) and the local CAFGUs and' Alsa
bombings, strafings, massacres, liquidations, torture, manhandling,' imprisonment, etc., many of
Masa organizations. The vulnerability of the "base
areas" and the "guerillas fronts" of the CPP has'
,whom are innocent civilian masses. Thus, it is unbeen exposed by the military operations of the
,surprising that, just these past two years, human
rights groups testify, the Aquino regime has alAFP.
Because. of this, the so-called "strategiC _
ready surpassed the former regime in the realm of
~taleinate",nstrategic offensive" and "victory" of
violations and repressions of the human rights of
the people. In fact, it is insisted that it is worse 'the' "people's democratic revolution", which are
repeatedly promised by Jose Maria Sison,' the
than the former regime.
founder of the<'Maoist CPP in 1968 and the suspect
In the course of its sham democracy and intennew reelected chairman of the party, have con'sive counter-insurgency, the U.S.-Aquino regime
tinuall'y postponed themselves farther arid farther
has continuously exposed, its real character: a
away from the present. Due to such trend, among
puppel, reactionary, landlord-comprador bourgeois
regime, more obedient to' its imperialist master,
the revisionist leaders there is the worsening of
the tendencies of terrorism and putschism ,on the
more pretentious and deceptivf 'with respect to the
people, and more violent and repressive with re'one side and of collaborationism and reformism on
speCt to their democratic rights.' Unavoidably, it
the other side.
Thus, the bourgeois character of the Maoist
is a reflection of the existing, dying, semi-colonial
movement, the petty-bourgeois character of the
and;semi'-feudal society. Due to this, the scope of
Maoist party, and the revisionist character of its
its" popularity is silently dwindling, its "people's
ideology are further brought into clear exposure.
power" is 'weakening. Already', a number of soAnd the evil in the ranks o{ the entire revolution'called "cause-oriented" organizations known to be
ary movement unfolds itself more openly, the ideoactivelY-supportive of Aquino are now advocating
logical basis of the petty-bourgeois leadership and
, ,opposition to her regime. And, among the parties
its right and left opportunism, the ideological basis
that support her administration, there is an inof petty-bourgeois nationalism: revISIOnism, parcreasing contradiction between the diehard proAquino and the more "liberal" and "democratic" , ticularly Maoist revisionism: At present, the revisionist leaders of the' CPP-NPA-NDF, particularly
parties.
in the field of "people's war", are along the "left"
'road ,of militarism, terrorism, adventurism and
Weakening and Exposure of the
putschism, while the revisionist leaders of the ParBourgeois Movement
tido ng Bayan (PnB), Bagong Alyansang Makabayan
(BAYAN), "popular democracy", etc. insist on their
The certain victories achieved by the U.S.rightist line of capitulationism, collaborationism,
Aquino counter-revolution are victories against the
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parliamentarism and reformism.
If it were not due to the active participation of
the mass members of the party and of the sincere
revolutionaries who are faithful to and seriously
involved in the revolution, certainly nothing would
have been left of the revolutionary character in
the movement of the revisionists. In fact, the
relatively rapid disengagement of an increasing
number of mass members, activists and supporters
from their ranks is a factor contributing to' the
heightening of their terrorism and putschism and
of their hypocritical posture as "Marxist-Leninists"
struggling for "socialism". Aild the emergence' of
independent revolutionary organizations and mass
struggles and the continuous attempt of the revisionists to suppress such organizations and struggles are now exposing their reactionary character.
Historic Need of the, Revolution of the Masses

The above-cited victories of the counter-rE1volution are not victories against the revolution ·of the
toiling masses. In fact, by way of such victories,
the regime is pushing the masses towards their independent move.ment and struggle. The regime's
victories, the movement's weakening and the gradual 'disintegration of its revolutionary character
are proving and exposing the historlc necessity of
an independent revolutionary movement of the proletariat and other toiling masses~ The proletariat,
the masses and the Philippine revolution urgently
need the correct revolutionary line, correct revolu.tionary movement and correct revolutionary leadership.
We have long been struggling. Thousands of
toilers have consecrated their lives and have died
in the course of the struggle. But, since 1935 up
to. the present, we have been dumbly and blindly
struggling, we have been the victims of revisionist
hypocrisy and deception. What has always been
shown to us as the "red dawn stretching its rays
in all directions" towards which we have beel). supposedly marching is mere deceitful propaganda, because, under the petty-bourgeois leadership and revisionist guidance, our class interests and aims
. have just no future and we will remain downtrodden.
Hence, it is necessary that we put an end to
. our being an appendage and tool of the various
exploiting classes, to our being an appendage and
tool of the ambitious revisionists. Let us reject
the petty-bourgeois leadership and its revisionist
guidance and stand up for our independent revolutionary movement and class struggle.
The salvation of the working class is in the
hands of the working class; the salvation of the
Filipino masses is in the hands of the Filipino
masses under the leadership of the working class.

'!be Great October R~volution is Most Meaningful .

And hence, for the proletariat and the masses
of the Filipinos, November 7 (October 25, in the
old calendar) is most meaningful. The Great October Revolution and its great lessons are mOst
meaningful and most important.
On November 7, 1917, under the leadership of
Lenin and the Bolshevik Party, the Russian proletariat launched the first victorious proletariansocialist revolution and established the first dictatorship of the proletariat and socialist society in
one country in the history of the world.
The
Great October J:tevolution dramatized the strength
and power of the movement and the revolution of
the exploited and oppressed. The proletariat and,
in unity with it, the rest of the toiling masses,
have the capacity to defeat the ruling and enslaving classes, overthrow their state power and destroy their bureaucratic- militaristic state
machinery. Most of all, they have the capacity to
establish their own proletarian state and, through
this' state, to build their genuine socialist society:.
The proletariat has the capacity to accomplish and
attain, the complete victory of its great historic
mission: the emancipation not only of itself but of
all oppressed mankind from private property" classes and the exploitation of man by man and the
fulfillment of a society and world where [there]
exist no more classes and where abounds the allround dE!Ve~opment of every man and of all men.
The Great October Revolution is most meaningful; it clarifies the revolution that we need and
should make:
--the' revolution 'of the working class and all
other toiling masses through their independent revolutiomiry movement, and not the revolution of the
masses under the leadership of the national bourgeoisie. or petty bourgeoisie;
--the revolution led by the genuine party of the
Bolsheviks or, at present, the genuine MarxlstLeninists who are the most advanced detachment
of the proletariat and the only faithful to the
class struggle until the dictatorship of the proletariat, until the fulfillment of the proletarian historical mission, and not that revolution led by the
Mensheviks or, at present, the Maoists or revisionists or sham Marxist- Leninists who are the false
representatives of the proletariat and who serve as
the extension of imperialism int he ranks of the
revolution and the masses;
--the revolution aimed at the conquest of political power, destruction of the state machinery of
the bourgeoisie, and establishment of the democratic worker-peasant government as the transition
towards the government of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, and not that revolution aimed at the
establishment of a democratic government of the
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coalition of the bourgeoisie ~and the proletariat and :'
March along the road unfolded by the Great
other classes which i8,in reality, a bourgeois rule; ':October Revolution: propagate M~rxism-Leninism,
--and the uninterrupted revolution for the com- build the independent proletarian "revolutionary
plete victory of national freedom, people's democ-' mOVement, establish the leadership of the proletarracy and socialism, for the complete victory of iat in the revolution, and carry forward the conproletarian 'socialism and proletarian inter- .tinuous revolution.
nationalism, which Marx, Engels and Lenin taught
It is' only vii such road that we can achi~ve
and which Lenin and the Bolsheviks successfully the complet~ victory against imperialism, feudalism,
put into practice in 1917 until Lenin's death in
and bureaucrat capitalism and their present' U.S. \
1924 and until tlie collapse of Soviet socialism Aquino's hangman regime and against all survivals
during the mid-1930's, and not that revolution for
of capitalism and the bourgeoisie in the Philippine
nationalism, "national democracy" and "socialism" society.' And we can establish the democratic
like the present revisionist Soviet "socialism",
worker-peasant governm~nt and, from this stage,
Yugoslav "socia:lism",' Chinese "socialism" or the the socialist government of the dictatorship of the
'like which are, in reality, various forms of state proletariat. And we can attain the complete viccapitalism.
tory not only of national freedom and people's de-:
For us, this is the orily correct road of· revolumocracy but also of socialism.
tion wherever we are. In the United States, WestIt is only via such road that we can become
ern Europe, Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, Japan,
one with the international proletariat in the hisChina, etc;; and in the oppressed countries of Asia, . toric task of carrying forward the world proletariAfrica, Latin, America, etc., such is' the only road an revolution and creating a socialist and, then,
.
that leads to the complete emancipation of. the communist world.
downtrodden and the' truly just society and world.
Celebrate the red day of the Great October
All other' roads are bourgeois, replete with opporRevolution and take. firm hold of and put into contunism, and·boil down to reformism and betr,ayal of crete practice its great and important lessons!
the revolution. . Thus, Lenin stressed,. the Great
, Build the proletarian revolutionary movement
October Revolution is full of international sigand the leadership of the proletariat in the Philipnificance and importance for the world proletariat pine revolution!
and. oppressed mankind.
Persevere, advance and bring to victory the
present antF-imperialist democratic revolution!
Tread the Road of the Great October Revolution
Make, sure [it- is] the uninterrupted revolution
towards genuine and complete 'socialismt
Thus, study, gr.asp;' internaIlze and translate
Long live the Filipino proletaria:t and the world
into living practice the teachings of Marx, Eng~ls proletariat! Long live the Philippine revolution
and Lenin and the valuable lessons of 'the Great 'and the world proletarian' revolution!
October Revolution.' Inspired and guided by MarxLong live Ma.rxism-Leninism!
ism-Leninism, let. ·us ·respond to the historic need
Nicolas'Philippines
of correct revolutionary line, correct revolutionary
.November 6, 1988<>
movement, and correct revolutionary leadership.

THE ALBERTO ARANDA CASE: 40 YEARS SENTENCE FOR PRISON ACTIVISM
/

The notorious Texas prison authorities ar.e
trying to stamp out resistance to their reign of
terror. As part of this, for some time they have.
been persecuting prison activist Alberto Aranda,
one of the leaders of Prisoners United for Revolutionary Education. We have reported on this in
the July 20, 1987,and May 15, 1988 issueS of the
. SupPlement. Recently the courts, working hand-in-

hand with the jailers, have imposed an .outrageous
40-year sentence on comrade Aranda. Below we
carry a report sent us from another prisoner
activist who is ,also among the leaders of PURE,
Ana Lucia Gelabert.
Alberto Aranda, a long-time pOlitical activist in
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the Texas Department of Corrections (TDC) gul,ags,
has been framed up by the Sate of Texas to serve
40 more years in prison. Alberto was due to be
released soon, having served his present sentence,
and was ready to return to his family and political.
ac,tivities outside prison. He is a leading member
of Prisoners United for Revolutionary Education
(P. U.R.E.), was one of the main witnesses in the
Ruiz v. Estelle lawsuit that uncovered the "unconstitutional" conditions (i. e. outright torture,
murder of prisoners by the "law 'n order" set), and
was known throughout the Ellis I Unit as one of
the most active "jailhouse lawyers" (Prisoners who
defend other prisoners in court and/ or denounce
the prison system's corruption and lawlessness).
Aranda's conviction is for allegedly "aggravated
assault" of guard Peter ,Miles, for having thrown
"unknown liquids" to Miles. The "unknown liquid"
can't be urine or commode water: else, it would
only be a third class misdemeanor, punishable only
by fine, instead of a felony: so the State had to
conceal that the TDC's report (used to punish
Aranda ip. solitary) specified urine or commode
water; hence the "unknown liquid" brainstorm.
Note that in recent cases (since TDG began dispensing "free world cases" for misconduct inside
the TDC by inmates; misconduct by guards, from
truck hijacking to grand larceny to drug running is
usually swept under the rug) the "harshest" penalty
given prisoners who really assaulted guards has
been two years; not 40 years li~e Aranda's. See
facts:
(1)
Huntsville, Texas, is known as "TDC's
hometown", having out of 46,000 people in the
whole Walker County, some 5 TDC units, plus its
administrative quarters for the entire stater
Huntsville's second industry, after TDC, is Sam
Houston University: teaching largely "law 'n order" and "correctional" courses for TDC and other
correctional systems in ameriKKKa. Needless _to
say, out of 44 venire-persons (potential jurors), 14
were tied "directly" to TDC.
Despite protests,
Aranda's jury had no less than seven
TDC
guards in it.
Yet the judge denied change of
venue.
(2) Aranda was repeatedly denied to be his
own lawyer.
Up to the very last minute, the
Court ignored his protests and tried to jacket him
with an appointed counsel (who didn't even respond to Aranda's letters). i Then all of a sudden
Aranda is ,granted self-representation \ and given
three days: to prepare the. whole case. His motions for continuance, to get some more time, to
have hIs requests for evidence complied with, etc.,
all ignored by the judge of the 278th District
Court of Walker County! No one knew Alberto
was going to trial until the trial ended! That way
the judge and prosecutor "kept it in the family,"

('n

the gross miscarriage of justice in that courtroom.
Three witnesses subpoenaed' by- Aranda (3 TDC
guards) didn't show up, yet the court refused a
postponement of the trial or to compel the witnesses to testify. Practically all of Aranda's requests for evidence, includingthe TDC's own
records showing it had previously identified the
"unknown liquid" as urine, that the same accuser
(Peter Miles) had said it was urine, that it "w'as no
big deal ••• something you get used to •.• ", all that
ignored as "irrelevant." At trial, Miles said under
oath that the "Liquid Unknown" wasn't urine, and
that it had caused him .serious injury and he had
treatment (though he couldn't "remember" what
doctor attended him or show, any reports thereto) •
Peter Miles had accused Aranda and that was it!
Any efforts to show Miles a lair were irrelevant,
hearsay, etc.! Even Miles' own words!
.
(3) That Peter Miles is the same one who 'in
1983 orchestrated the murder of prisoner activist
Johnny "Awali" Swift at the hands of death row
prisoner Demouchette during a "legal visit."
Demouchette later even bragged of that and other
of his "deeds" to a Houston Post reporter. Notice,
there is no way that murder could have been
[carried .out through] an accidental weapon
smuggled:
considering the strict vigilance all
death row prisoners are subjected to, and more
a known assassin for hire like Demouchette, plus
the regular searches with metal detectors, etc.
before any such "legal visits" 'of two prisoners.
Miles (and other "TDC higher ups") had to be in
on it up to. their necks. Miles had the chance to
intervene (the stabbing took place before his very
eyes), but instead allegedly ran away "to seek
help." When he qam back, Swift was dead. Peter
Miles isn't new to "frame-ups" 'like Aranda's, nor
to "set~ups" like Swift's.
.
(4) The main irregularities in the trial are, as
mentioned, the denial of exculpatory evidence, the
"shotgunning" of the trial (to prevent anyone else
to know it was taking place), the "kangaroo court"
with 7 TDC guards in the jury.
But there are
still many more irregularities: denial of minutes
of Grand Jury; an all-white jury despite protests;
denial of self-representation; etc. Since the only
reason Aranda was sentenceq. to 40 years, and not
the usual "deuce" [two years] (given eVen to very
violent inmates), is his militancy as a political activist, as a "writ writer" to help out other prisoners with their legal problems. . This makes him a
political prisoner, since were it not for his politi~
cal beliefs, he would never have been charged or
convicted in this new frame-up. He d~serves our help! Letters of support can be sent to:
Alberto Aranda, TDC #300823
Ellis I Vnit,
Huntsville, Texas 77343.

so
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Letters of protest of the frame-up can be sent to:
1) Jim Lynaugh, 'Director, TDC, P.O. Box 99,
Huntsville, Texas 77340;
2) Judge Jerry A. Sandel, 278th Court, 1100
University Avenue, Huntsville, Texas 77340;
3) Frank Blazek, District Attorney, Courthouse,

1100 University Avenue" Huntsville, Texas 77340;
4)' Jim Mattox, Attorney General of Texas, ,P.O.
Box 12548, Austin, TX 78711.
(And send copies ~f you can of your letters to
Alberto Aranda, or to APC/PAM, P.O. Box 52115,
Houston, TX 77052.)
<>

FROM ALBERTo ARANDA

12-24-88

ests.
My case is on appeal now with briefs 'due
about 'the middle of next year; my family' and
RE: Inside the Texas Dept. of Corrections (TDC)
friends, who know what tl stand for, are rallying
, ,to support my cause, to expose this n~edness of
Dear Comrades:
the prison-reactionaries, to educate) all rebels about
Saludos Revol\lcionades! It has been approxwhat time it really is!
imately one year since Prisoners United for RevC)./The political prisoners in Texas represent the
lutionary Education (PURE) has written to, you
evolution of rebels without causes into a transformed element of the surplus-labor-pool--in the I
concerning my case where I'm alleged to have assaulted a prison guard--when in fact the whole
spirit of Comrade George Jackson who was assasrailroad has been an expression of fascism in
sinated by other prison fascists, WHO THOUGIlT
Amerikkka'sprisons against its political prisoners., THEY COULD KILL GEORGE JACKSON, but whose
On October 27, 1988, I was convicted by a local
capitalist masters' WILL NEVER UNDERSTAND
Texas prison-jury (TDC family, with seven of the\ NOW LIVES IN THOUSANDS OF 'PRISONERS!!
Our brothers, and sisters outside in the inner,twelve being prison employees) and found guilty of
aggravated assault and sentenced to 40 years ,city' jungles and those who have temporarily
stacked. II realize this, has happened before, is
climbed out to discover capitalist illusions, who are
tired of this system, need to discover their
happening now all over, Amerikkka, and will. con""
brothers and sisters' in prison--so we can continue to happen to rebels who di~cover their class
consciousness and' speak on it.)
,
solidate our' actio:psto build the modern-day proleI was not convicted because I assaulted a' tariat: for there 'will be a day when we will have
no place'to run or hide from the police state of
guard with ,"commode water", the former "~known
to the grand jury" liquid alleged in the indictment;
capitalist society.- We'll have to fight!
There are over 900,000 people locked away in
or because, the guard said he was treated 90 nUnAmerlkkka's penal institutions (based on ,their own
utes after the incident; or because he couldn't
recall the nurse's or doctor's name; or because he "'accounts); and this society builds more prisons
than any other in the world.
,
couldn't remember what treatment or medicine he
We are going through a period (1980's) where
received;, or because 'of the fact I was denied to
the capitalist mode of production, through its
play back to 'the jury a prison disciplinary hearing
state-organs of control, is increasing its supply of
tape-recording that contradicted the gqard's,tes"surplus labor" (the bottom of the working class) ,
timony with his own former oral statemehts; or bein order to maintain coercion over the rebel youth
cause the judge' (TDC family) only 'gave me one
and o,therwise under-priV:ileged elements of society
day's ,notice before the date of ,the trial after
to (1) stop any potential threat that might arise
finally appointing'me my own attorney because the
from these' degenerated people; (2) to intimidate
court-appoirited (TDC flunkey) did, nothing, not
even inforrriing me I'd be going to trial;' and, '. the
the confused and indoctrinated workers--that they
cannot ever win; (3) to profit from the prison
court recC)rdgoeson to show a complete classic
super-structure-..,.utilizing human beings as a
scenario of a racist "shotgun trial"--where the pilproduct with' an accumulated "commodity" value
lars-of-reaction trample all over themselves to
( warehoused) with the tax-payers paying millions to
repress ,the political prisoner movement in Texas.
the prisoncrats 'who are each day, more and more,
,But, we understand our task inside these
competitors in the buying and selling of, human
prison walls is to awaken and prepare our fellow
beings through the criminal-justice-system market!
" brotl:!.ers ,and sisters for, these struggles, t()
MY case was an example as the prosecutor made'
reverse the terrible psychological damage aimed at
it out to be to the jury of (his) peers; but, it is
keeping us down and oppressed by degenerating us
also an example of the' prisoners' struggle inside
and cOJ;xditioning our minds in a reactionary, racist,
consumerist ideology contrary to our class interthe guts of their capitalist beast.
'4.
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By its own injection, we will beco me the cure
to -its cancer and it will have to eventually· and
inevitably die to give birth· to the transformed
rebel. elements!
PRISONERS UNITED FOR
REVOLUTIONARY EDUCATION

Vencer~trios!

Alberto AraIida
#300823
Ellis I Unii
Huntsvlll,e, TX 77343<>

.
.
DEGENERATION OF SOVIET SOCIALISM
AND ,THE TURN IN LINE OF THE 1IID-1930'S

Continued from the front page

place in a different way. It takes the form of a.
series of new decrees, laws, campaigns, and economic,. political and theoretical pronouncements.
Due to all, these changes, the Soviet government
and .its relations with the toilers appears to undergo a major change. i
I will get· to discussing the turn in a: moment.
But first, a natural question comes up. If we say
a turn took place, what was it from and what is
the turn towards?
I'd like to first touch on
"from what?"
'lbe October Socialfst Revolution

The October 1917 Revolution was a socialist
revolution which established the dictatorship of the
proletariat. , In carrying this out, the Russian
workers. also completed the unfinished tasks of the
democratic revolution.
The task the Russian workers faced after October wasn't one of being able to immediately establish socialism but of beginning a transition towards
socialism. As Lenin put it in one place, .the .t>rogram of the Soviet government
"consisted of gradual, but. firm and un,deviating measures, towards socia,lism."
And' in May 1918, he said,
"No one, I think, in studying the question of the economics of Russia, has
denied their transitional character. Nor,
I think, has any Communist denied that
the term Socialist Soviet, Republicimplies, the determination of the Soviet
government to achieve the. transition to
socialism, and not that the new economic . order' is a socialist order."
'( WLeft-wJ,ng W Childishness and

Petty-bourgeois Mentality, Section nI-see Collected Works, Vol. 27, p. 335)
And in Russia they faced the task of carrying
out a transition to socialism in the conditions of a
relatively undeveloped country, a country in which
small production remained overwhelming, and a
country which was soon t~ be gripped by a cruel
and, destructive civil war from the overthrown
bourgeoisie backed by world imperialism.
It is quite breathtaking when you consider what
the Bolsheviks sought to establish.
A political
power based on the masses, not on bureaucrats. A
. power based on the armed toilers.' An economy in
which the capitalists would be expropriated,and
steps taken to develop both an apparatus' for
central planning and also means to draw the work_ ers into running the economy. The freeing of the
peasants from the landlords. Liberation alid then
. development for the oppressed nations. . Support
for the world proletariat and the revolutionary
movements of the oppressed peoples.
At the . same time, they faced harsh realities.
They had to make zigzags and even makeconcessions away from socialist principle. But where
they did so, Lenin and the Bolsheviks had 'the
p'rincipled attitude of recognizing retreats as
retreats. For example, comrades are familiar [from
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the Party-wide study programl with Lenin's discussion of the bribing of the specialists with highE;lr
pay, a step 'which diverges from the Paris Commune's 'principle of paying average workers' wages
to officials. (For exa mple, see the' second part of
the section liThe new phase of the struggle against
the bourgeoisiellin the Immediate Tasks of the
Soviet Government in Collected Works, Vol. 27, pp.
247-251.)
A few years after the revolution, they had to
make the biggest zigzag of all, the New Economic
Policy (NEP). But power remained in the hands of
the proletariat. The partial revival of capitalist
elements during the NEP period, the fact that the
Russian revolution was not followed by victorious
socialist revolutions elsewhere (i.e. not any that
lasted), the continuing pressure of world imperialism--all this meant intense pressures-on the Soviet
Union.
'lhe PeriQd of the 1st. Five Year Plan
With the complicated situation created by the
NEP, a series of further steps had to be taken.

The .Soviet workers had to go on an offensive of
industrialization and push forward the collectivization of the countryside.
We believe that these
steps were necessary at that time. At the same
time, more study is required on how th~se things
were carried out. While advances were certainly
made and. the groundwork laid for potentially even
bigger advances, it is also apparent that ·there
were major weaknesses and problems. (Problems
such as resorting more and more to administrative
measures; neglecting work "from below ll when taking measures IIfrom above"; the lessening of organizational work; and so on.)
,
Still, in the period of the 1st Five Year PI~n
one can still see an attempt to remain revolutionary, an effort to be guided by a proletariancla.ss
line, and a good deal of mass activity among the
toilers. The point here is not to endorse everything done as correct but to suggest that the revolution. continued to be alive.
Let us look at some examples.'
"''''There was much mass mobilization
in the work of industrial construction.
There was mass participation in socialist competition. Socialist/ideas like the
importance of· mutual aid and workers'
solidarity were promoted. Working class
solidarity was pursued across nationality
lines.
** Al though the Soviets appear to
have weakened, there were still efforts
to mobilize workers' participation in the
operation of government. For example,
this took place in the Workers' and

Peasants' Inspection.
**To push forward the struggle
against the kulaks and collectivize
agriculture, urban workers sent ou~ a
number of contingents into the countryside.
**There wasn't yet the degree of embr~cing of money and material incentives
that we see a few years later. While
material incentives did grow, there still
remained a sizeable phenomenon of those
who worked not for personal interest
but for the social interest. This could
be found, especially among communist
and Ko mso mol (Young Communist
League) workers.
**Therewas a major offensive in the
cultural revolution. This wasn't just a
matter of training new engineers, technicians, etc.--a task which was definitely necessary and now' being done on a
bigger scale.
There were also other
mass campaigns in the cultural field.
Such as a big campaign for the liquidation of illiteracy. In favor of extending
general and preschool education.
To
spread modern ideas of hygiene. There
was an active fight against religion,
against alcoholism, and against nationalism.
**Iri the fight for the emancipation
of women, concrete measures were being
discussed and extended.
The point here is not to describe the situation
. in detail, but to indicate some of the evidence of
a class spirit; of efforts to strengthen socialist relations; of efforts to draw the masses into affairs
of government and economYi etc.'
The. Final Victory of Socialism!
However, after the first big steps have been
taken, the "victory of socialism" is declared. And
it appears to b~ in this guise that various fundamental changes .are made and justified.
A mood of euphoria was created. In Jan. 1933,
Stalin says that the collectivization during the 1st
five year plan would "eliminate the possibility of
the restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union. II
(Results of the First Five-Year PIan, Section IT
i'The Fundamental Task of the Five-Year Plan and
the Way to its Fulfillment", see Problems of Leninism, p. 589.) The 7th Congress of the CI in 1935
proclaimed lithe final and irrevocable triumph of
socialism" in the Soviet Union. A year later, discussing the new Constitution' for the USSR, Stalin
declared that the Marxist conception of socialism,
as the lower phase of communism, had lIin the
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main" already been achieved. (On the Draft Constitution of the U.S.S.R.", Section nI, in Problems
of Leninism, p. -806). This doesn't seem right.
The truth is, the Soviet Union had only reached
a further rung in the process of transition to socialism, but it was still in that transition. It is' a
far cry from reality to, declare that socialism had
already achieved final victory. And Stalin went on
to talk of the transition to communism'itself!
True, there had been big advances,; ·One can
say that a certain foundation had been laid.
Large-scale production had expanded tremendously,
creating the possibility of even greater economic
advances.
The danger of capitalist restoration
from private capitalist elements, such as the
kulaks, had been blocked, and collectivization
creat,ed even bigger possibilities of increase of
agricultural productivity.
But there were still huge problems before the
Soviet Union. For one thing, various problems had
accumulated over this period. But even more, the
vast social changes unleashed by the five-year plan
brought their own social, political,and economic
consequences--all of which had to be dealt with.
Let me point to a few examples of these.
**The big leap in industrialization
meant that the working class was reinforced many times over by new recruits
from the countryside. During the 1st
five-year plan, at least 9 million peasants left the villages to join the urban,
industrial workforce. Between 1926 and
1939, some 19 million migrated to the
city.
This was quite a mixture of
people. Many of them lacked proletarian
or revolutionary traditions.
Industrial technique had obviously expanded and improved.
Large scale
production was set-up. But productivity
lagged behind. The Soviet- Union faced
the immense task of training and organizing peasants and rural youth into
modern industrial production. It faced
the task of doing this without throwing
aside communist principles.
Another related question was the task
of training this mass to be class conscious. The task of imbuing it· with socialist consciousness and organization.
And of drawing it into the -proletarian
state and the management of the econo~
my.
** At the same time, many among the
vanguard of the workers had to go into
administ'rative, managerial and technical
work. For example, at the end of 1933,
of the 861,000 posts of "leading cadres
and specialists", over 140,000 were filled
I

by persons who had been workers at
the bench in 1928. More than half a
million communist workers moved from
manual to white-collar occupations between 1930-33.
The total number of
workers moving into white collar jobs
during the 1st five year plan was probably at least one and a half million.
Thus the Soviet Union faced the task
of training communists and workers in
administrative work without giving in to
.bureaucratization.
And at the same
time, it faced the task of ensuring the
growing presence and activity of communists at the base, among the rankand-file workers.
And the task of
training new workers as comm~ist party
activists.
**While the countryside was largely
collectivized, there were huge issues
there too. There was the question of
actually utilizing collective agriculture to
increase productivity. There was the
issue of raising the socialized character
of production in the collective farms.
The peasantry had become collectivized,
but it's not as if they had become workers yet. In fact, the way the collective
farms operated, there w~re still a number of factors reinforcing peasant mentality among the collective peasants,
such as how they were paid, ho'w they
were attached to their private plots, etc.
**Meanwhile, in the party, trade
unions and government, various problems
had accumulated. The Soviets h~d been
weakened considerably.
There were
questions of dealing with bureaucratization in the party and unions.
There was a growing tendency of short..,
cutting organizational and ideological
work, such as attempting to deal with
social and economic problems with administrative means and threats in
repressive decrees.
Those are just some key examples. All these
problems needed to be dealt with. They needed
solutions in a Marxist-Leninist spirit.
But
theoretical work, had suffered greatly.
, At this point it is' also important to remember
that with the Victory of the Nazis in Germany and
the growth pf fascism in Europe, the reactionary
pressure on the Soviet Union expanded considerably. This is an important context in which the
turn of the mid-30s takes place.
'
But instead of dealing with the whole situation
in a Marxist-Leninist way, the actual state of affairs was glossed over and a major turn for the
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worse taken in the name of the triumph of socialism.
The Turn of the Mid-3Ds

Fundamentally, the turn appears to be one of
giving up the revolutionary drive in favor of "institutionalization" in a more and more bourgeois
direction. At the heart of this was, on the one
hand, the consolidation of a bureaucracy detached
from the masses, and on the other, the removal of
the working masses from participation and coritrol
over the economy and state and the reduction of
the masses into passive producers.
The bureaucracy was of course not simply
created by this turn in the mid-30s but the
groundwork was paved for it earlier. But it appears that at 'this time that the bureaucracy congeals in a certain form, as a bureaucracy based essentially on a workers' aristocracy and standing
above the masses of toilers.
I would like to now go through some features
of the turn.
Inequality and Privileges
A big campaign is organized against "leveling
and equalization". This had been launched in 1931
and it is one of the ,issues that Stalin rails about
in his speech to the 17th Congress of the CPSU in
1934. (See Stalin's Report, P?rt ill "The Party",
Section 1 "Questions of ideological and political
leadership" in Problems of Leninism, pp. 740-3)
Now there may have -been some examples of groups
of workers - and peasants who tried premature
equalization, but that's not what the campaign is
about.
The speech [see elsewhere in this issue of the
Supplement] on the Party-wide study of socialist
principles discussed the theoretical side of this
question more. Here I just wanted to note that
this campaign officially abandons the idea that the
Bolsheviks had held until then- (e.-g. in the 1919
Communist Party program) of aiming for a gradual
equalization of wages.
Now, when the need is
considered to provide bonuses and extra pay to
cadre, it is no ~onger seen as a forced retreat but
as the genuine embodiment of socialist di,stribution.
The early Bolshevik policy had foreseen a
gradual equalization of wages. At the same time,
they had recognized the need to make concessions,
such as to the' specialists. Throughout the 20s
both these trends can be seen. Sometimes certain
higher pay and privileges were even retract'ed.
In the first five year plan period, some additional concessions, were made in' favor of material
incentives both for managers and engineers and for'
skilled workers. Some of these things were prob-

ably necessary. But it doesn't appear there was
recognition of the potential dangers when those
measures were taken.
But with the onset of the big campaign against
"leveling," the groundwork is created for an even
bigger change.
Sometime in the early 30s the
"party maximum" is given up (it had been modified
earlier); this was a cap on party members' salaries
which existed even at times, when non-party people
in comparable positions were being paid more.
After the mid-30s there are additiorial steps to
extend the privileges of the bureaucracy. A system df spe(!ialty shops for them is begun. They
are provided with a much better housing. And so
forth. And the salaries themselves are raised super- high above the ordinary workers.
Most salary figures were not published after the
mid-30s.
But some estimates have been made
which give a picture of things. I will give one set
of figures so that comrades can see what I'm talking about.
In 1937-38 the average monthly wage was about
250 rUbles. Mind you, ,this is an average' monthly
wage, which means that many workers got less
than this.
A minimum, wage was set for piece
workers to be 110 rubles a 'month and 115 for
time-workers. It appears that skilled workers generally made between 200-300 a month. During this
period, apparently an upper section of workers also
existed who made more than 1000 rubles a month.
That gives an idea of the high differential among
the workers themselyes.
At this time, plant engineers were making 1500
rubles a month
and directors 2,'000.
This
was
I
_
salary and didn't include bonuses. There is apparently a published decree in January 1938 which
said that deputies (i.e. legislators) would get 1,000
rubles a month plus 150 rubles expenses for every
day's session. The presidents of the 11 federated
republics were to get 12,500 rubles a month. And
the president and vice-president of the Union
would get 25,000 a month. Compare that to the
110 ruble minimum wage or the 250, ruble average
wage!
This gives us some picture of the privileges and
pay for the upper bureaucracy, army leaders, and
intellectuals, etc. Note that the issue is no longer
just of the specialists inherited from the old
regime but of new officials, who. are drawn mainly
from former workers and peasants. The core of
the upper officialdom after 1938-9 is made up of
the 150,000 workers and communists who had
entered higher education during the 1st five year
plan. This is the Khrushchev-Brezhnev generation.
As one can see, there is a huge expansion of _
material incentives in society. The money culture becomes a prime motivator for work. This infects
both the party and the toilers.
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Th.e New Constitution of 1936
In December 1936 a new constitution is approved. This appears to mark a legislative aban-:
donment of Soviet power. I want to raise two
issues about it.
It reorganizes the Soviets on a territorial basis,
abandoning the idea of Soviets based in the work
places. But this was one of the key points stressed by Lenin about how the Soviets could be closely
connected to the needs of the masses and draw
them into government.
Another thing is that the new constitution does
away with working class hegemony in the name of
equal rights for the "two friendly classes" and the
socialist intelligentsia. In the earlier setup,the
working class had. been given disproportionate,
weight in the Soviet system. Even if that needed
to be modified by this time--and perhaps it did-there was no consideration given to adopting any
other special measures to ensure working class
hegemony. Despite the fact that the working clas$
proper was quite a different class than the collectivist peasantry or the intelligentsia.

repression and still more harsh laws.
**While already a· bad tendency· had, developed
of exaggerating the figure of Stalin, initiated by
official observation of his 50th birthday in 1929,
the mid':'30s marks a big expansion of Stalin's personality cult. Which gets worse and worse, with
each passing year. 'And apparently at the regional
and local level, cults are built around regional and
local personalities as well.
On the Theory of the State,

One of the big theoretical changes that takes·
place is on the theory of the state.
Many comrades probably. know that in 1939
Stalin "corrects" Engels and declares that yes, under communism in the Soviet Union too there will
continue to be a sta,te. (Report to the 18th Congress of the CPSU(B), Part III, Section 4, "Some
Questions of Theory") On the grounds of defense
against foreign military attack, spies, wreckers,
etc. This theorizing has obviously gone into a
realm of total fantasy. For one thing, it is difficul~ to conceive that a classless" communist
society could be built in the Soviet Union within
Other Changes
the domestic and world conditions of that time.
For another, the theory of ,a classless state is a
-There are major changes in the army. In
travesty of Marxism, which has always seen the
state as a feature o'f class society.
'
1935 the system of ranks is restored, which had
,been abolished after the revolution. The restora':"
But this was merely the culmination of· a tention of ranks wasn't an issue of having commanddency which had already started earlier. When,
ers--the Red Army had always had that. ,A socialthey declared the final and irrevocable victory of
ist army of course needs commanders but what it socialism; Stalin and the Soviet leaders also revised
doesn't need is to make the officer r;;trata a
the Marxist-Leninist theory of the dictatorship of
separate, privileged section. The restoration of
the proletariat.. For one thing, we have already
. noted that in the new constitution they eliminated
ranks was aimed at that.
**There are changes in the way things are ,run
any question of ensuring proletarian hegemony in
the state.
inside'the wor.k places. The authority of factory
management appears to be enlarged more then ever
In this period they also raised the cal~ of
strengthening the dictatorship of the proletariat.,
while the workers' role is reduced.
**A conservative line is pushed in family and
(See endnote 1) But this was essentially seen only
personal affairs. There are new laws dealing with
as reinforcing the coercive side of the dictatorship
women and family questions. Abortion is outlawed
of the proletariat and building up the economic adand hindrances placed on the right to divorce.
ministration apparatus. A polemic was launched'
Homosexuality is made a criminal offense.
against the idea of the withering away of' the'
**There are changes in the educational system.
state, which is declared to be an issue for a later
period (when that period supposedly' came, there
They include changes in m~thods of education.
And in 1940 fees are even introduced for seconwas no more discussion of it.) I want to raise'
some questions about this.
.,
dary school and higher education.
-The approachtq the study of history is reThere is a contradiction between saying that
vised, involving a revival of natiopalism. Tsarist
I?ociallsm was already victorious and that the' 'dicand other national heroes of early times now find
tatorship of the proletariat needed to be further
strengthened. If indeed socialism was victorious
praise.
**There is a growth of repression and penal
and there were only minor, remnants of exploiters
measures. There was already a bad tendency in
left to deal with, then it would be reasori fat
t~king big steps in reducing the coercive 'and
the 1st Five Year Plan period of developing more
and mor~ harsh laws to deal with social problems.
repressive aspects of the socialist state. If indeed
But the mid-30s on brings in a stepped-up ~se of'
there: are no longer hostile classes, no class an:-

,
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tagonisms--as they were describing things at that
time--there would no longer even be reason to
have a proletarian dictatorship. But if as they
were saying, the dictatorship of the proletariat
needed strengthening in this period, then one
would have to more realistic and concede that the
final victory of socialism was not here yet.
Instead of.. bombastic
declarations
which conr
.
tradicted one another, a Marxist-Leninist approach
would have actually de,alt with the concrete situation as it'existed., It would have looked at what
the class situation a'ctually was, seen what were
the issues for the coercive side of the state, what
were the steps necessary to draw the masses into
the administration of economy and government,
what measures to reduce the state apparatus, etc.
But no such concrete discussion took place.
What then do all these changes that took place
in the mid-30s mean?
It means reducing the
, . working class into the position of simply' being
producers. The work of revolutionary mobilization
and participation in affairs of society is abandoned.
Meanwhile the bureaucracy becomes detached and
establishes a rule above the masses" It affirms'
privileges for itself and is bourgeoisified.
\
Those then are some features of the change.
In our study) we will be faced with fully analyzing
the change and the factors that led to it.
After the mid-30s

Then there is the question of how things
proceed from the mid-30s on. It appears that the
mid-30s is the crucial turn in the SOViet revolution. Until this time, there is still an attempt to
be revolutionary, even i f with weaknesses and'
problems. But from now on, what takes. place is
the institutionalization of the revolution in a bourgeois direction. After the turn, the Soviet Union
, is no longer pursuing a forward march towards socialism; but is in a trajectory of degeneration. In
this case, since private capitalism had been largely
defeated, the degeneration is towards the state
monopoly capitalism we are familiar with in recent
decades.
Of course a society does not completely change
character overnight. The big decline begins in the
mid-30s, but it would be wrong to say that all the
gains from the revolution are instantly stripped
away. The workers still retain various gains'. And
it should also be kept in mind that neither the
overthrown Tsarist regime nor the' old Russian
bourgeoisie is restored to power.
Thus we are also faced with the task of studying the process of degeneration after the turn of
the mid-30s. It involves analyzing why the working class could not stand up to the change. And
it. involves studying the successive stages of

degeneration. There is the period of World War II.
There is the period of post-war reconstruction.
There are the changes introduced by Khrushchev,
Brezhnev, etc. Thus we have to study how the
decay from bureaucratic degeneration to'outright
state capitalism took place. We have to study the
process concretely to see how quantity changes
into qUality. There are in fact a series of things
that take place from the mid-30s on, including further strengthening of the bureaucracy, the growth
of militarism, escalation of nationalism, and so
forth.
The views on capitalist restoration expressed by
the. Chinese and Albanians are not sufficient.
They tried to describe the change by talking about
a Khrushchev coup d'etat, and by attempting to
describe capitalist restoration as, in large ,part, a
matter of the introduction of various private capitalist and market features. But in looking at the
evolution of things it is difficult to find any
qualitative change in the mid-5'Os such as the
Chinese and Albanians described. In fact, there
are various threads of continuity in many of the
features of the economy and political system between the mid-30s and today. Of course with various changes that have taken place in the last several decades. Khrushchev in the 50s and Kosygin
in the 60s tried to extend the realm of such things
as the enterprises and the collective farms but
their efforts only went so far, And Brezhnev even
appears to have reversed various of those efforts.
It has fallen on Gorbachev to really push forward
the realm of private capitalism in the Soviet
Union. This whole issue is closely linked to the
question of developing further our analysis of state
capitalism.
Before I finish I did want to note that while I
have .concentrated on domestic policy, there is also
the important issue of foreign policy and the relationship of the Soviet Union to the world revolutionary movement. That side of things is not a
detached matter but is closely intertwined in the
whole process. . In this speech I dealt with the
domestic side of things only.
(1) In Soviet literature fro'm this time, a certain
terminological issue 'arises. In Section II of his
repQrtOn the Draft Constitution to a 1936' Soviet
Congress of Soviets, Stalin says that the term
"proletariat" refers· to an oppressed and exploited
class, and so the Soviet working class is no longer
a proletarh'!.t. (See Problems of Leninism, pp. 800l.) He then, tIl Section IV, makes a point of talking of the dic'tatorship of the working class, in-'
stead of using the term dictatorship of the proletariat. (Ibid., pp. 817-9) But later the term dic~
tatorship of the proletariat is still used.--Supplement.
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